Surface Solutions Dry Erase Paint
Application Details















Ensure surface is clean before painting. If needed, clean surface and remove any
unwanted blemishes. If a smoother surface is desired, a light sanding is recommended.
Use a low adhesion painter's tape to outline the area you want to paint and to protect
any fixtures, baseboards, or other features that you do not want to paint.
Place a painters cloth or other protective covering on floor if needed.
Use a high quality, low lint paint roller or paint pad. To ensure no fibers are transmitted
to the surface you can roll the roller over a strip of tape. This will get many loose fibers
that would otherwise end up on your painted surface.
Mixing
o Remove lid from "Base" (larger container)
o Put all contents from Linker tube into base. Replace lid and shake for one minute
or stir manually.
o Let sit for 10-15 minutes to allow air bubbles to dissipate. Ensure bubbles are not
visible before applying paint. Apply paint within 4-6 hours of mixing. Paint will
dry if left mixed.
Apply the paint to your surface using a zig zag pattern and beginning with an "up" stroke
to ensure the paint does not puddle and run down the surface (common painting
mistake).
Continue this until the surface is completely painted. Apply paint in two "layers",
allowing one "layer" to dry to the touch before putting on second coat (usually 1 to 2
hours).
When finished painting, remove tape. Do not wait until paint is dry. Pull tape off slowly
for best results.
Surface will be dry to the touch in one to two hours.
Surface will be ready for dry erase use in only 72 hours (3 days). Do not touch or use
surface before this time has passed.

Notes:











Let coating dry for 48 hours, then wipe down with hot water using a soft cloth followed
by a wipe down with a dry soft cloth. This is to remove water borne solvents from the
surface and speed up the drying process.
Surface will be cured for use in 72 hours and fully cured in 7 days. After this time
permanent marker accidental markings can be removed if our Surface Solutions
Whiteboard Cleaner is used within 72 hours. It is recommended to only use black dry
erase markers for the first week to help the coating cure fully.
Occasional use of the Surface Solutions Whiteboard Cleaner is recommended as damage
to the whiteboard surface is commonly caused by excessive and aggressive cleaning that
results in light scratches or area surface damage.
As with any whiteboard, it is not recommended to leave marks on the surface for more
than 72 hours. If this happens, it is recommended to use Surface Solutions white board
cleaner to help return the surface to its original condition.
For best results, apply the white board cleaner with a soft cloth in a circular motion
followed by a wipe with a water dampened cloth to remove any cleaner residue.
If you wish to return surface to its original condition, just paint over Surface Solutions
Dry Erase Paint with a primer layer and then paint as wanted.

